RCB celebrates its Foundation Day with oration by Dr. Chandrima Shaha, President, INSA

By Dr. Bilqeesa Bhat

Regional Centre for Biotechnology celebrated RCB Day 2020 on 2nd March, 2020 to commemorate the notification of the Centre as an Institution of National Importance. The program included a ‘Mini Symposium’ of presentations of research work by senior Ph.D. students followed by RCB Day Oration and prize distribution for best scientific presentations.

Dr. Chandrima Shaha gave Oration on ‘Celebrated Ideas in Biology: Influence on Future of Life Sciences Research’

This year the RCB Day Oration on ‘Celebrated Ideas in Biology: Influence on Future of Life Sciences Research’ was delivered by Dr. Chandrima Shaha, President, Indian National Science Academy (INSA). The momentous occasion was presided over by Dr. Manju Sharma, Former Secretary of the Department of Biotechnology (DBT). Dr. Renu Swarup, Secretary, DBT was the Guest of Honor on the occasion and gave RCB Day message to the audience. The event was attended by faculty members from the participating institutions of the NCR Biotech Science Cluster and their research groups.
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